Suggested Readings

Preparatory Materials

1. A Primer on Multi-Track Diplomacy, How Does it Work?
2. Four Lessons for the post-Oslo era
4. Did Camp David Doom The Palestinians?
5. History of Mid East Peace Talks

Recent Publications by The Lecturer

1. GOLAN, G. (2019). GALIA GOLAN: An academic pioneer on the soviet union, peace and conflict studies, and a peace ... and feminist activist. Place of publication not identified: SPRINGER.

Books and Articles


Discussion Questions

- Based on your knowledge of negotiations through the years, do you believe that a solution is possible through a negotiated settlement?
- What factors from the lecture most stood out to you?
- How might you explain who the “spoilers” were in the immediate aftermath of the Oslo accords? Who might the spoilers be today, more than 25 years after Oslo?